know how in the garden

S

omewhere in all gardens there is a wall,
be it a screen wall, a retaining wall, a
boundary wall or perhaps just the walls
of a water feature or raised planter.
Walls are part of the structure or skeleton of
the garden, and how they look is an integral
part of the grounds, and as such deserve careful
consideration in order to complement the
whole area.

It’s easier when designing the
garden from scratch and one

is considering the style along with the
architecture in a more cohesive way. Usually
the garden walls would echo the house in some
way, often with similar lines and materials.
It requires more thought when adding in wall
features later, when similar materials may no
longer be available or desirable. Do not add
the latest fad or idea without making sure
it’s going to complement what already exists.
Walls are likely to be there for a long time.

Low-maintenance materials and
finishes make a lot of sense. After all,
garden walls are likely to get grubbier quicker
than house walls, so plaster and paint is often
rather more onerous to keep in shape than
stone, metal or concrete, which actually looks
better when old and weathered. Ideally, one
should also consider the provenance of the
materials in terms of environmental issues –
local is lekker, and you can feel really angelic
if you manage to use recycled material such as
wood, second-hand bricks or rubble. It’s also
good for the budget.

clockwise from top A modern steel-androck gabion is juxtaposed with a wooden
screen wall; a natural stone wall covered
in ticky creeper servers as a retaining
structure in a multi-terraced wall, while
the steel slats add a modern edge; here, a
textured-rock screen wall, water feature
and sculpture merge to form a striking
focal point at Delaire Graff Wine Estate

Divide
and Conquer
Modern gabions, weathered steel and natural
rock – landscape designer Franchesca Watson
raises the bar with garden walls that are both
visually appealing and functional

p h o t o g r a p h s : D e W e t L o u w, El s a Yo u n g , K a r i e n Sl a b b e r t

Along these lines, gabions are the
most flexible solution, not needing

foundations per se, and being able to be filled
with whatever is at hand towards the centre,
with a good-looking facing such as pebbles or
slate towards the outside. They can be made
of many grades of mesh – from diamond to
more uniform metal grids. I have even managed
to wash topsoil down into them between the
stones and one can get a certain amount of
growth along the top.

Something else to consider is
weathered steel. It’s reasonably

expensive but long-lasting and has the
advantage of being narrow and therefore
not taking up too much space on restricted
sites, while having the strength and durability
required for retaining permanent earth.
Great for a modern or rustic look.
Franchesca Watson 8 www.franchescawatson.com
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